
Chapter 2

Matter in a cavity

Two-level model, quantum states, Bloch sphere
Macroscopic: polarization, inversion, rate equations, Bloch equations
Glauber photodetector model
Active medium for a laser
Jaynes-Cummings-Paul model
nonlinear medium: squeezing and photon pair creation (parametric

down conversion)

2.1 Two-level matter

Two energy levels, represented by kets |g! (ground state) and |e! (excited
state). Typical situation in atoms, molecules, and semiconductors. Is, of
course, an approximation, as many other energy levels do exists. We shall
summarize below under which conditions one may reasonably restrict to
two levels. In the following, we shall use the words “molecule” or “atom”.

The molecule Hamiltonian HA is

HA = Ee|e!"e|+ Eg|g!"g| =
h̄!A

2
"3, "3 =

! 1 0
0 #1

"
(2.1)

where we also use a vector/matrix notation with the mapping |g! = (0
1)

and |e! = (1
0) and the Pauli matrix "3. Note that other conventions exist.

We have also chosen the zero of energy such that the Bohr frequency !A =
(Ee # Eg)/h̄ is the only relevant parameter.

The coupling to the electromagnetic field occurs via the electric dipole
moment,

HAF = #d̂ ·E(xA, t) (2.2)
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In the previous chapter, we have dealt with a single-mode field in a cavity
with frequency !c. In that case,

E(x, t) = E1â(t)f(x) + h.c. (2.3)

with a (classical) mode function f(x) (normalized so that the integral over
|f |2 is unity), an annihilation operator a(t), and the one-photon field ampli-
tude E1 = (h̄!c/2#0)1/2.

The dipole operator for a two-level system is an off-diagonal operator
that couples the two levels. In fact, one can show from the symmetries of
electronic wave functions that "a|d̂|a! = 0 for both a = e, g. Putting a unit
operator in the two-dimensional Hilbert space, we thus get

d̂ = (|e!"e|+ |g!"g|)d̂(|e!"e|+ |g!"g|)
= |e!"e|d|g!"g|+ |g!"g|d|e!"e|
= deg|e!"g|+ dge|g!"e| (2.4)

Here we have introduced the matrix elements deg = d!ge. In the following,
we also use the notation

" = |g!"e| , "† = |e!"g| (2.5)

which play the role of the ladder operators a and a† for the two-level system.
Because of Eq.(2.4), we shall also use the word ‘dipole operator’.

We shall use frequently in this chapter the ‘semiclassical approximation’
where the field operator is replaced by a time-dependent function E $% EL(t)
with complex amplitude a(t) $% $ e"i!ct. This approximation is suitable for
a laser field that is dominated by its large photon number so that fluctu-
ations around the mean value are small. In the quantum theory, this is
accomplished by putting the field (mode) in a coherent state a|$! = $|$!.

Macroscopic observables

Populations Take a medium with a number density N of two-level
molecules. We write Ne for the (average) density of atoms in the excited
state, similarly Ng for the ground state. Obviously, N = Ne +Ng since there
are only two energy levels.

The difference Ne #Ng = N""3! is called the ‘inversion’. It plays a role
in the pumping (active) medium in a laser. Note that this equation provides
the link between a probabilistic description (for a single two-level system)
and the macroscopic one (many systems).
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There is also an operator d!eg" + deg"† (see above) that represents the
electric dipole moment per atom. Multiply with the density to get the (av-
erage) medium polarization field

P = N"d!eg" + deg"
†! (2.6)

In applications, N = N(x) depends on position (nonzero inside a crystal or
gas cell, for example). But the observables "3 and " depend on position as
well, because they involve the ‘local field’ E(x).

2.2 Quantum states of a two-level system (“qbit”)

2.2.1 Density operators

A few general statements, not covered in detail in SS2013.
Generalize “pure states” of ordinary quantum mechanics and combines them

with “statistical mixtures” known from statistical physics.
A state vector |%! corresponds to a density operator in the form of a projector

& = |%!"%|, this is what we are calling a “pure state”. In mathematical physics, this
is the consistent definition of a quantum state since the unobservable phase of the
vector |%! disappears. (“States are rays in Hilbert space.”)

Properties

Definition: Density operator.

linear operator on the Hilbert space &̂ : H $% H

&̂ is hermitean (could be called an “observable”)1

&̂ is positive: "'|&̂|'! & 0. This provides the probability interpretation; for a
pure state, "'|&̂|'! = |"'|%!|2 & 0.

normalized (trace-class operator) tr &̂ = 1. This bounds the probabilities by
1.

This definition also allows for “non-pure” or “mixed” states, for example

&̂ = p1|%1!"%1|+ p2|%2!"%2|, |"%1|%2!| < 1 (2.7)

with two pure states. The inequality ensures that the two states are not identical.
But they are not necessarily orthogonal. If they are orthogonal, the sum of the two
prefactors is p1 + p2 = 1. For this reason, one calls the mixed state (2.7) a “convex

1Indeed, if we are allowed for an infinite number of copies of the system prepared in
!̂, then the probabilities of finding the system in any of its states can be determined with
arbitrary precision.
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sum” which is a special linear superposition. Quite generally, the properties of
density operators are preserved under convex sums (we could talk of a “convex
vector space”)

&̂ = p1&̂1 + p2&̂2 (2.8)

The degree of being pure can be quantified with two numbers,

the purity Pu(&̂) = tr(&̂2 # &̂) = 0 if &̂ is pure
< 0 mixed state

the von Neumann entropy S = #tr(&̂ log &̂) which is the Shannon informa-
tion of the set of eigenvalues {p1, . . . pN} of &̂. Indeed, these eigenvalues can
be interpreted as a probability distribution. A pure state has entropy zero.

2.2.2 Stationary states

The stationary states with respect to HA (Eq.(2.1), “free molecule Hamilto-
nian”) are |e! and |g!.

A general pure state is the superposition

|%(t)! = $(t)|e!+ ((t)|g! =
!

$(t)
((t)

"
(2.9)

where the normalization |$(t)|2 + |((t)|2 = 1 is consistent with the proba-
bility interpretation.

The time evolution under HA is (the Schrödinger picture)

$(t) = $(0) e"i!At/2 (2.10)

((t) = ((0) ei!At/2 (2.11)

with our choice of the zero of energy. (Other choices lead to a common
time-dependent phase factor that multiplies both amplitudes.)

The density operator (or matrix) for a pure state is the projector

&(t) = |%(t)!"%(t)| =
#
|$|2

($!
$(!

|(|2

$

(2.12)

This is a hermitean 2 ' 2-matrix. We shall see that density matrices (and
non-pure or mixed states) appear quite frequently in quantum optics. The
average of a molecule observable A = "3 (for example the inversion "3) is
given by

"A! = "%|A|%! = tr [A&] = tr [&A] (2.13)

where the first expression applies to pure states and the second and third
ones to any general density matrix &. Example: average inversion

""3! = |$(t)|2 # |((t)|2 = &ee(t)# &gg(t) (2.14)
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is constant in time for a free molecule (Hamiltonian HA only). To take
into account the decay of excited levels, we need to go beyond a molecular
Hamiltonian.

The off-diagonal elements of & are called coherences in quantum optics.
They are the expectation value of the non-hermitean dipole operator (2.5)

&eg(t) = $(t)(!(t) = ""! , " = |g!"e| =
!0

1
0
0

"
(2.15)

Lie algebra of two-level observables.

Thermal states. An example of a mixed states are thermal states at tem-
perature T ,

&T =
1
Z

%
|g!"g|+ e"h̄!A/kBT |e!"e|

&
=

#
pe

0
0
pg

$

, Z = 1 + e"h̄!A/kBT

(2.16)
where we see a Boltzmann factor that weights the stationary states, similar
to classical statistical physics. The average "A! = tr(A&) thus combines
quantum and classical (ensemble) averages:

"A!T = pe"e|A|e!+ pg"g|A|g! (2.17)

A thermal state is also stationary under HA.

2.2.3 Bloch sphere

geometric significance: Bloch vector and Bloch sphere
The state zoology of a two-level system is not very rich because it is

completely characterized by three observables, related to the inversion "3

and the ladder operator ".
We form the three components of a spin operator ("1, "2, "3) whose ex-

pectation value is the so-called Bloch vector s = (s1, s2, s3)

s1 = ""1! = "" + "†! = 2Re((!$) (2.18)

s2 = ""2! = i"" # "†! = #2i Im((!$) (2.19)

s3 = ""3! = |$|2 # |(|2 (2.20)

sometimes complex notation used, s = ""! = (s1 # is2)/2 = (!$

For a pure state, check: 1 = s2 = s2
1 + s2

2 + s2
3 = 4|s|2 + s2

3. These states
lie on the surface of the Bloch sphere. Any other (mixed) state satisfies
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s2 < 1 and are in the interior of the sphere. Values outside the sphere are
not physical, as they would give a negative probability as one eigenvalue of
the density operator.

“north pole”: excited state |e! (consistent with “spin up”)
“south pole”: ground state |e! (“spin down”)
on the equator: superposition states with equal weight, e.g. (|g! +

ei"|e!)/
(

2. Relative phase ' determines position on the equator:

s = ±1
2

|g!± |e!(
2

s = ± i
2

|g!± i |e!(
2

(2.21)

(free) time evolution: rotation of the Bloch vector around the 3-axis with
angular frequency !A, s(t) = s(0) e"i!At and s3(t) = s3(0).

This evolution follows in the Heisenberg picture from the equation

d!

dt
=

i
h̄

[HA,!] = !Ae3 ' ! (2.22)

that describes the precession of a spin around the 3-axis with angular ve-
locity !A. We take, of course, the expectation value of Eq.(2.22) to get the
equation of motion for the Bloch vector.

rotation of the Bloch vector: pure states remain pure because the length
is conserved by a rotation (precession).

mixed states: are located inside the Bloch sphere. For the thermal
state (2.16), for example:

s = #e3 tanh(h̄!A/2kBT ) (2.23)

in the “infinite temperature limit”, s% 0, the “completely mixed state”. For
any other temperature T < ), thermal states lies in the lower half of the
Bloch sphere, between the centre and the south pole.

2.3 Coherent + dissipative dynamics:
Bloch equations

In this lecture, we are going to analyze the dynamics of a two-level system
whose excited state |e! can decay spontaneously with a rate ). The equation
of motion of the density operator &̂(t) is then no longer given by the von
Neumann equation, but contains an extra term
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• make contact to Heisenberg picture (only one introduced so far) – has
been done for some observables

d
dt

&̂ = # i
h̄

'
ĤA + ĤAL, &̂

(
+ L(&̂) (2.24)

with the dissipative “superoperator”

L(&̂) = )"&̂"† # )

2

)
"†", &̂

*

+ ,- .
"†"!̂ + !̂"†"

(2.25)

where the first term is related to a quantum jump |%! $% |g! to the ground
state. This can be interpreted as the result of detecting an emitted photon.

We observer that the trace of the density operator is conserved under
Eq.(2.24):

d
dt

tr &̂(t) = 0; (2.26)

this is consistent with the probability interpretation where the trace of &̂ is
the probability of finding the system in “any state”. Note that sometimes,
one deals with “lossy systems” where this property does not hold – the sys-
tem can then “disappear” from a set of “detectable states”.

• laser field in semiclassical approximation: RWA not yet made. Calcu-
late polarizability by assuming driven state at laser frequency. Goal: inter-
pret polarizability and absorption.

Next step: RWA to prepare
Next step: rate equations.
Here is the master equation for a two-level atom driven by a monochro-

matic laser field
EL(t) = EL e"i!Lt + c.c. (2.27)

We use the ‘Paris convention’ for the complex amplitude E . The interaction
Hamiltonian becomes

HAL = #(d!eg" + deg"
†) · EL(t) (2.28)

and we get by taking matrix elements of the Bloch Eqs.(2.24) (exercise!)
The elements of the density matrix thus evolve according to

d&ee

dt
=

i
h̄

%
deg · EL(t)&ge # d!eg · EL(t)&eg

&
# )&ee (2.29)

d&eg

dt
= #i!A &eg +

i
h̄
deg · EL(t) (&gg # &ee)#

)

2
&eg (2.30)

d&gg

dt
=

i
h̄

%
d!eg · EL(t)&eg # deg · EL(t)&ge

&
+ )&ee (2.31)
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Discussion of long-time limit for &eg(t) after transients have died out: one
will have two frequency components because of the two parts in the laser
field

t* 1/) : &eg(t) + &(+)
eg e"i!Lt + &(")

eg e+i!Lt (2.32)

Calculate of time derivative and compare coefficients of e#i!Lt gives

&(+)
eg =

i(deg · EL)(&gg # &ee)
)/2 + i(!A # !L)

(2.33)

&(")
eg =

i(deg · E!L)(&gg # &ee)
)/2 + i(!A + !L)

(2.34)

The first term has a resonant denominator where the frequency difference
!L # !A = ! (detuning) appears. This term becomes ‘large’ when the laser
frequency is tuned to the Bohr frequency (the resonance between the two
energy levels). The second term never shows a resonance because of the
sum frequency !L + !A which never becomes zero.

The ratio of the two terms is in order of magnitude (!L and !A are
comparable) very small

&(")
eg

&(+)
eg

= O(
)

2!A
), 1 (2.35)

In atomic systems, the decay rate of the excited state is of the order of
) = 1/(10 ns), the inverse lifetime of the excited state. This is actually a
quite long lifetime. In condensed matter systems, decay times in the ps
range and shorter are quite common. If we take a wavelength * = 500 nm
for the molecular resonance, we get

)

!A
=

500 nm/(10 ns)
2+c

- 10"8 (2.36)

Note that in the previous discussion, we have assumed that at long times,
the populations &ee and &gg tend to constants (do not oscillate). A more
careful discussion would also yield contributions at the double frequency
2!L, but these are small by the same relative ratio as above. We therefore
neglect them.

Polarization response

Discuss induced polarization and molecular polarizability $(!L)

P = N0(deg&eg + c.c.) = N0($(!L)EL e"i!Lt + c.c.) (2.37)
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We write P!L for the complex amplitude of the carrier frequency e"i!Lt.
This is related to the index of refraction n2 = # (more precisely the dielectric
function) by P!L = #0(# # 1)EL. The absorption of light in the medium is
proportional to the imaginary part Im #(!).

Calculate #(!) and make a plot of the imaginary part. This is a curve
with a peak at the resonance !L = !A. The anti-resonant term (2.34)
makes a contribution at negative values !L. This may not seem natural, but
in a Fourier expansion, negative frequencies appear naturally. One can even
show that Im #(!) must be an odd function so that this term is needed for
consistency.

Resonance approximation or RWA

RWA = rotating wave approximation (language borrowed from magnetic
spin resonance). Very often used in quantum optics, not so much in con-
densed matter and statistical physics. Appears in nonlinear dynamics under
the name ‘keep resonant interactions and introduce slowly varying enve-
lope’.

Let us find a Hamiltonian (an effective Hamiltonian) that generates only
the resonant terms and not the anti-resonant ones. Deals only with the
interaction part

HRWA = #(d!eg" · E!L) ei!Lt # (deg"
† · EL) e"i!Lt (2.38)

In the quantized description of the field, replace EL e"i!Lt by the positive-
frequency component of the field operator, the one that contains the anni-
hilation operators ak.

Interpretation in terms of resonant processes (that ‘conserve energy’):
atom de-excites (") and a photon appears (a†k) or atom gets excited ("†)
and photon disappears (ak).

The other processes apparently violate energy conservation. They de-
scribe ‘virtual processes’ that are visible only at short times. At long times,
they are suppressed because they involve (in the interaction picture) a
rapidly oscillating exponential e±i(!L+!A)t. One can also argue that these
parts of the interaction Hamiltonian disappear after a time average over
one laser period.

In the RWA, one can introduce a slowly varying coherence (off-diagonal
element)

&eg(t) = &̃eg(t) e"i!Lt (2.39)
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that generalizes the positive-frequency part &+
eg(t) introduced above. This

transformation is called “going into the frame rotating at the laser fre-
quency”. The Bloch equations in this frame take the following form (here,
the RWA is also made in the equations for the populations)

d&ee

dt
= i

(deg · EL)
h̄

&!eg # i
(d!eg · E!L)

h̄
&eg # )e&ee (2.40)

d&̃eg

dt
= i(!L # !A) &̃eg + i

(deg · EL)
h̄

(&gg # &ee)#
)e

2
&̃eg (2.41)

There is no need to write down d&gg/dt because it follows from the conser-
vation law that &gg + &ee = 1 is constant. And the equation for &ge is the
complex conjugate of that for &eg. In the Paris convention, on characterizes
the laser field by two frequencies

detuning ! = !L # !A (2.42)

Rabi frequency " = #2(deg · EL)
h̄

(2.43)

so that the Bloch equations involves three frequencies.
In condensed matter and in molecular systems, the coherences often

decay much faster than the populations. This is due to processes called
dephasing that randomize the difference between the energy levels (with-
out actually introducing transitions between them). For this reason, one
replaces )e/2 in Eq.(2.41) by # with # > )e/2.

With these notational matters, the Bloch equations finally become (drop-
ping the tilde on &eg)

d&ee

dt
=

i
2

%
"!&eg # "&!eg

&
# )e&ee

d&̃eg

dt
= i! &̃eg # i

"
2

(&gg # &ee)# #&̃eg

(2.44)

An equation of this structure is also known in quantum optics as a master
equation for a two-level system.

Let us comment on how the excited state population evolves in time, the
first line of Eq.(2.44). The last term is easy: the population decays at a rate
)e because the excited state is unstable. The first term provides the ‘arrival’
of molecules in this state: it is given by

i
2

%
"!&eg # "&!eg

&
= Im(#"!&eg) (2.45)

Remembering that the electric field is proportional to the negative Rabi fre-
quency [Eq.(2.43)], we see here the imaginary part of the atomic polariz-
ability, or the out-of-phase quadrature of the atomic dipole – with the phase
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measured relative to the laser field (encoded in the complex amplitude EL).
In the discussion of the medium polarization, we have seen that this quadra-
ture, or Im $, is responsible for the absorption of photons (of electromag-
netic field energy) in the medium. We see here that this absorbed energy
goes into the excited state population – a simple consequence of energy
conservation.

To summarize the lessons obtained so far from the Bloch equations, we
have learned that, starting from the ground state, a laser field first creates
the coherence &eg between the ground and excited states — and this only if
there is a population difference &gg > &ee. The coherence (induced dipole)
is then turned into an excited state population — if it contains a nonzero
imaginary part. These equations give the basic description for many physi-
cal phenomena: absorption and emission of light, lasing, resonance fluores-
cence etc.

Approximations behind this formalism

Electric dipole approximation: atom size small compared to “relevant wave-
lengths”.

Resonance approximation: field modes (incl. laser mode) near the reso-
nance frequency !A, hence only a narrow spectral band needed, with wave-
length *A = 2+c/!A * a0 (Bohr radius: size of atom)

“Rotating-wave approximation”: only resonant (energy-conserving)
terms in the interaction Hamiltonian, ak"† and a†k": one photon disappears
and atom becomes excited (absorption) or the inverse (photon emission).

Rate equation limit

In the following, we want to reduce the Bloch equations to a simpler version,
valid in the limit that the dipole (polarization) decays much faster than the
populations, i.e., for # * ). This is often the case in condensed matter
(solar cells, absorption in semiconductors) and useful to know.

The idea of the approach is to adiabatically eliminate the coherences. This
means that we solve the equation of motion for &̃eg in the stationary state
where d&̃eg = 0. We have restored the tilde to remember that the time
dependence is given by the laser frequency, see Eq.(2.39) for the “rotating
frame”.

The eliminated coherence is exactly given by Eq.(2.33) that we copy
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here in the new notation

&̃eg + #
i("/2)(&gg # &ee)

## i!
(2.46)

The justification is that the dynamical evolution of &̃eg occurs on the short
time scale 1/# so that it follows quasi-instantaneously the “slower” variable
&gg#&ee (and the possibly time-dependent envelope "). We insert Eq.(2.46)
and find for the populations the closed equation

d&ee

dt
= #)e&ee + Im(#"!&̃eg)

= #)e&ee + Im(
i(|"|2/2)(&gg # &ee)

## i!
)

= #)e&ee +
#(|"|2/2)(&gg # &ee)

#2 + !2
(2.47)

Now, we know from the conservation of probability that the population dif-
ference is &gg # &ee = 1 # 2&ee. This means that as long as &ee < 1/2, the
second term is positive and tends to populate the excited state. This sug-
gests that at long times, we shall find an equilibrium between the two rates
– which will necessarily remain in the range of non-inverted states, however,
&ee()) < &gg()).

The solution to Eq.(2.38) (exercise!) is

&ee(t) = &ee(0) e"#et + &ee())(1# e"#et)

&ee()) =
1
2

(#/)e)|"|2

(#/)e)|"|2 + #2 + !2
(2.48)

We see here that indeed, the population &ee remains below 1/2 in the long-
time limit. An initially excited molecule will, of course, start with &ee = 1,
but this value decays on the time scale 1/)e.

The limiting case &ee % 1/2 is sometimes called the “transparent” limit
because the light absorption then comes to a stop (see Eq.(2.45). This can
be reached with a sufficiently strong laser field so that the term (#/)e)|"|2

dominates over all others. To get population inversion &ee > 1/2, one needs
another energy level. A typical strategy is to use a three- or four-level system
where a ‘pumping laser’ is resonant to an ‘auxiliary state’ |a! that decays by
some internal process (vibrational relaxation in a molecule or triplet-singlet
couplings etc.) to the long-live state |e!. In this way, the molecules “pile
up” in |e! and wait for either spontaneous emission or to interact with the
laser field mode that is quasi-resonant with the g . e transition. Note that
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molecular levels are sufficiently far away so that the g . a is not resonant
with the laser cavity mode. We shall see more details in the section on laser
theory.

Remark: exciting light field with a frequency spectrum. Replace |"|2 -
|EL|2 at frequency !L by a spectrum, i.e., “intensity per bandwidth” d!S(!).

Linewidths

The excited state population gives a measure of the so-called fluorescence
spectrum: this concept will be studied later in the lecture. We just recall that
atoms in the excited state decay be emitting photons into electromagnetic
modes different from the laser (not stimulated emission). These photons can
be seen experimentally by looking from a different direction at the medium.
Their production rate is proportional to &ee. If this rate is measured as
the laser frequency !L = ! + !A is scanned, one finds a Lorentzian peak
centered at ! = 0. The width of this peak is of the order of

fluorescence excitation spectrum !FHWM = [(#/)e)|"|2 + #2]1/2 (2.49)

This width becomes larger at strong laser driving (high Rabi frequencies),
a phenomenon called power broadening. One also says in this case that the
transition is saturated by the laser field.

We shall see later the this excitation spectrum is quite different from
what one gets by analysing the spectral distribution of the fluorescence light
(Mollow triplet with three peaks at strong driving).

The absorption spectrum, given by the imaginary part of the induced
dipole moment, has a similar feature. In fact, the Lorentzian denomina-
tor 1/(#2 + !2) from Eq.(2.46) gets compensated by a similar term from
the population difference &gg # &ee so that the absorption is also power-
broadened.

We should also note that the response of a two-level system is nonlinear
in the laser amplitude: this arises because of the inversion that appears in
the formula for $. We can also see this from the Rabi frequency " appearing
in the denominator of Eq.(2.48). There have been indeed some experiments
on nonlinear optics with a small number of two-level systems (few atoms
trapped in an optical tweezer), indeed the smallest nonlinear medium that
one may imagine.2

2Apart from vacuum itself for ultrastrong laser fields, because of the virtual creation of
electron-positron pairs.
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2.4 Applications

2.4.1 Rabi oscillations

Occur when the Rabi frequency " is larger than the damping rates ) and #.
Can be found by solving the Schrödinger equation for two coupled ampli-
tudes (written in the resonance approximation)

dce

dt
= # i!A

2
ce #

i"
2

e"i!Ltcg

dcg

dt
=

i!A

2
ce #

i"!

2
ei!Ltce (2.50)

The time-dependence of the coefficients is removed by going into the “ro-
tating frame”

ce(t) = c̃e(t) e"i!Lt/2 , cg(t) = c̃g(t) ei!Lt/2 (2.51)

One gets a periodic solution (exercise!) with the generalized Rabi frequency
R = 1

2(|"|2+!2)1/2. The excited-state population follows the law A cos2(Rt)
with an amplitude A that depends on the ratio "/!. This behaviour is called
Rabi oscillations.

Expressed in terms of the Bloch vector, one finds that Eqs.(2.50) cor-
respond to the precession of the Bloch vector around an axis that is tilted
relative to the ‘north-south axis’ and that is rotating itself at frequency !L.
In the rotating frame (reason for the name), the rotation axis becomes fixed
in time, with components given by the detuning ! (along the direction of
s3 = ""3!) and the Rabi frequency " (along a direction fixed by the phase
of " in the 12-plane).

On resonance (! = 0), the precession axis is lying in the ‘equatorial
plane’. The Bloch vector, starting from the ground state |g! (south pole),
then makes a full revolution to the excited state |e! with a frequency |"|.
One often speaks of “Rabi pulses” where the oscillation is stopped after a
well-chosen time, in order to prepare a certain quantum state. We see that
with the choice of Rabi frequency (amplitude and phase), detuning and
interaction time, any point on the Bloch sphere (i.e. pure state) can be
reached. A so-called “+-pulse” is sufficient to fully excite the system, i.e.,
to make the 180$ rotation from the ground state to the excited state. A
“+/2-pulse” creates a state on the equator, i.e., a superposition with 50 : 50
probability of either state. Such states are important in interferometry.
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Figure 2.1: Rabi oscillations in the excited state population. The values on
the curves give the spontaneous decay rate ) of the excited state (denoted )e

in the text). Detuning ! = 0 for all curves. The oscillations are not damped
only for ) = 0. ) = 2" is already deep in the rate equation limit (sec.2.3)
where no oscillations are left over.

2.4.2 Glauber photodetector

observable: absorption rate
setting: ionization and electron multiplication (photomultiplier)
quantized field description and normally ordered correlations

2.4.3 Jaynes-Cummings-Paul model

see exercises

2.4.4 Active (inverted) medium

recall rate equation limit and excitation rate
rate equations for “pumping”
quasi-steady-state inverted populations and amplification of “laser

mode”
Equation of motion for cavity mode amplitude (‘gain’).
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